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NASA gives its most deluded Scare story Ever “Unstoppable break-up of (SOME) Antarctic Ice due to (non-existent) GlobalWarming threatens sea level Rise (in 200 years time)”
- So screamed headlines* on BBC, NYT, Guardian, Al-Jazeera and all…. in a
carefully synchronized Goebells-esque fanfare. (*without the brackets!)
[ eg http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/13/science/earth/collapse-of-parts-of-west-antarctica-ice-sheet-has-begun-scientists-say.html?hp ]

This alarmist USA pre-election year hype produced by the US Government
Science Denial Fantasy Factory Dept of NASA uses cherry-picked speculation
for part of West Antarctica (cherry-color) which is negated by facts for a much
larger area – the whole Antarctic & South Hemisphere - and longer time, issued
by a more-respected USA body, the NSIDC (National Snow & Ice Data Center).
• QUESTION! Even IF the somewhat controversial computer model (recall ALL the failed IPCC
computer models!) assertion that part of the West Antarctica Ice-Sheet might break up (like it has
in the past when there was less CO2) in the coming 200 yrs, does this automatically mean the end
of Antarctic Ice &/or big sea level rise? NO! FACT: Antarctic ice AS A WHOLE is increasing
which reduces water in the sea. The NASA assertion is as brain-dead as saying a storm that blows
down a load of trees means the end of trees. MORE ice (like trees) will come. But then the NASABBC-AlJazeera-NYT… aim is brainwashing the public into stupidity and then treat them as stupid.

• The story is a desperate attempt to shore-up the failed, discredited CO2-‘Global
Warming’, tax and energy price-hike scam which is easily dismissed by proper
science in 2 short points: http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews14No11.pdf

It happened before – In the last Mini Ice Age!
Piers Corbyn points out: “The BBC made similar alarmist claims about part of the Arctic
in 2012 which turned out to be Lies**. This regional melting like that part-Arctic melting
is caused by wild changes in Ocean currents which are apparent in recent years (and will
continue for decades) of related wild jet stream meanders above - which gave the offset
polar vortex of tremendous cold in vast sections of the USA Winter and Spring 2013-14.
Both the atmospheric Jet-Stream and ocean current wild behaviors are part of the MiniIce-Age Circulation the world has entered and are largely predictable.
“The same happened during the Little-Ice-Age - in 1815-1816 in the Dalton Minimum (of
Low solar activity and consequent cold weather). The UK Royal Society reported that
ice-loss to the UK Admiralty in 1817** and it is reasonable to suggest there were likely
corresponding temporary melting events in the Antarctic around those years.
“The part-Arctic melting in 1815 and 1816 - which was also the British harvest trashing
'Year without a summer’, was a passing event which soon reversed, as did the part-Arctic
event 2012 and as will this part-Antarctic event as the Mini-Ice-Age grips tighter in both
hemispheres and puts the CO2 warmist science deniers and tax-grabbers out of business.

• NSIDC Graph above of South Hemisphere ice cover shows ongoing increase for 35 years
** http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews13No43.pdf Piers Corbyn to GAFTA (Grain & Feed Trades
Assoc) Geneva May 2013, Slides 45 + 46; http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews13No10.pdf

